You may be well protected against web attacks, but what about blended or multi-vector attacks that come at your network through email as well as the web?

ARE YOU PROTECTED FROM ALL SIDES?

91% of all spam originates with email
84% of organizations have seen a spear phish

Highly selective attacks
Spear phishers mean business, targeting their emails to specific users baiting them with a request to wire funds or click on a URL that is a credential phishing site.

FIREEYE’S POWER DUO

Better together
FireEye Email Security is a powerful addition to the FireEye Network Security solution for fighting malware, URL, and impersonation-based attacks initiated through the email vector.

1+1 = 3
Working together, FireEye Network + Email Security correlate activity across web and email traffic for richer alerts and a broader view. In turn, your team can quickly set priorities and implement a response.

FULL-COVERAGE PROTECTION
Do millions of all attacks play out over both email and the web? With billions of emails, this is critical to protect your organization from every entry point.

PREPARED FOR ANY THREAT
Add a real-time, 24x7 service that provides third-degree views of and that actively sound off any direction. FireEye Network Security + Email Security give your organization a heightened awareness.

PREPARED FOR ANY THREAT
Walking together, FireEye Network + Email Security correlate activity across web and email traffic for richer alerts and a broader view. In turn, your team can quickly set priorities and implement a response.

WITH NETWORK SECURITY + EMAIL SECURITY, YOU CAN:

Detect a malware threat with suspicious URLs
See the big picture to guard against blended attacks
Identify spam alerts to respond faster and more effectively
Block attacks by impersonators
Identify security threats with suspicious URLs
Identify security budgets, reduce security stack vendors

Used together, FireEye Network and Email Security immensely improve your security posture. With flexible deployment options, they will nimbly evolve as your business infrastructure and needs change.

Visit fireeye.com/better-together for a complete security solution today.
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